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Comfort was key in the upstairs living room.
Sherry removed the existing arched doorways
and replaced them with ten-foot sliding doors to
take advantage of the water views. Swathed in
performance fabrics, the furniture was kept simple
but comfortable. Instead of artwork, Sherry added
a Samsung Frame TV to mimic art while not in use.
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WATER'S
CALLING
AFTER SELLING HER HOME ON BALD HEAD ISLAND,
DESIGNER LISA SHERRY WANTED ANOTHER GETAWAY HOME,
BUT THIS TIME HER JOURNEY TOOK HER TO THE LAKE.
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS

The original front door featured stained glass and
scrolled iron details, all of which Sherry removed
and replaced with clean glass doors. She styled the
entryway with a Moroccan runner, a vintage metal
bookshelf, and a coat rack full of her favorite hats.
OPPOSITE: The white lacquer with gold iron base
dining table in the breakfast nook serves as Sherry’s
altar table, where she keeps a Thai Buddha and
crystals and sage. The tulip chairs are vintage.
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LISA SHERRY LOVED HER HOME ON BALD HEAD
Island. Tucked away underneath large oak trees strewn
with Spanish moss and situated by a small waterway on the
interior of the North Carolina island, the home was quiet,
relaxing, and the ultimate escape. But after twelve years on
the island, the designer decided to sell the home in hopes
of streamlining her life. It wasn’t long, though, before
Sherry desired another escape from the city that wasn't a
four-hour drive and ferry ride away. “I’d spent some time

on Lake Norman and thought to myself, ‘What if I found
something on the lake instead of the beach,’” she says. “I
also thought, ‘How cool would it be to have something
only thirty minutes away from my house?’”
The wheels were set in motion, and Sherry began hunting
for the perfect lakefront home, a task that came with its
own set of challenges. Lack of inventory for waterfront
lots meant she would either need to raze an existing home
or renovate it. But having renovated hundreds of homes,
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LEFT: The former kitchen featured dark cherry cabinetry and was
completely closed off from the rest of the living room. Sherry
removed the walls, opened up the space, and then remodeled the
kitchen with white cabinetry accented with reclaimed wood shelving
and a plaster backsplash.

Sherry was not fazed by the idea. “I started looking
and found this property on the water,” says Sherry of
the stereotypical circa-1990s home with dark, dated
finishes and a closed-off floor plan. “I knew I would
want to renovate whatever I bought, so I was really
looking for the right style of home and the right color
roof and just the right location. I wanted to emulate
Bald Head Island as much as possible.”
She closed on the home in late 2020 and started
renovating in February 2021, which first meant
tearing down several interior walls to open up the
living spaces. “The kitchen was so small and closed
off, so I removed the walls separating it from the
living area,” she says. As well, Sherry transformed
the fourth bedroom into an adjacent breakfast nook.
The arches that framed the windows in the living
room and essentially impaired the views of the lake
were removed and replaced with ten-foot slider
doors that immediately brightened and opened
up the living spaces and allowed for a seamless
transition from inside to out.
Comfortable, casual, and ultimately relaxing were
the tenets of Sherry’s design for the home. “I call my
primary residence my city house, and this is my lake
house,” she says. “The thread between the two is
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“I NEED WATER IN MY LIFE.”
—LISA SHERRY

that I wanted this to be sophisticated but also a place you want to put your feet
up and relax and unwind. A little looser, a little more free feeling here.” That
casual, cozy vibe began with a neutral color palette on the main living space and
a darker, new neutral in the downstairs entertainment and lounge area. The yin
and yang of the home’s design is modern and elevated, giving visitors a unique
experience in each space of the home. Sherry’s calling card of bringing interest
to a home by way of various textures and materials is woven throughout.
The entire home was originally outfitted with plantation shutters, thus
closing off the interior from the stunning water views. After removing the
shutters throughout the home, Sherry installed an all-white neutral color
palette layered with textured linen, chunky Moroccan rugs, and organic
driftwood, all of which are balanced with more modern elements in the lighting
and found objects and accessories. The Arteriors light fixture to the left of the
newly remodeled and contemporary plaster fireplace doubles as a sculptural
piece of art. Sherry designed a built-in floating bench, which she outfitted with
a plush cushion and custom pillows for a quiet place to read with a lake view. “I
love sitting there with a cup of coffee and a good book,” she says.
Downstairs, the vibe is decidedly different but ultimately the same in its

LEFT: The vintage wooden console table opposite
the bed features string art by Ron Royals. The
designer accessorized with a collection of found
objects she’s collected over time.
RIGHT: Like the rest of the home, the dark and dated
primary bathroom was gutted so that the designer
could install a spa-like oasis in its place. The glass
shower features a digitally printed glass privacy
stripe by HMI Glass made to look like linen fabric.
OPPOSITE: The Verellen bed features pleated Belgian
linen, a subtle but sophisticated accent to the headboard.
The pillow is by Uniquities, and the artwork over the bed is
by Dawn Sweitzer. Vintage rice jars turned lamps provide
subtle light to the space.
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THE YIN AND YANG OF
THE HOME'S DESIGN IS
MODERN AND ELEVATED.
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TOP: Sherry plastered the existing fireplace and painted it
black to match the surrounding walls. A custom sectional
by Verellen is oversized and ultra-soft for casual lounging.
The floor lamps are also by Verellen, and the artwork is by
Natural Curiosities.
BOTTOM: Pillows by Dawn Sweitzer Studio are atop a Verellen
bed in the downstairs guest bedroom. Instead of artwork,
Sherry hung an organic dried palm frond above the bed to
provide texture and an unexpected focal point to the room.
OPPOSITE: The downstairs living space is the ultimate
entertainment area, so Sherry added a Saarinen-like game
table topped with black marble to serve as a cocktail table
or a place to play games or cards.
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TOP: Inspired by the vintage bar in her Bald Head Island home, Sherry found this
bar prior to renovating the home and held on to it for this space. The beaded
tiered pendant is by Made Goods.
BOTTOM: Sherry gutted the existing bar and replaced it with a moody,
sophisticated entertainment space in the downstairs living area. Modern black
cabinetry and open shelving lend themselves to the vintage found objects she
layered with bottles of alcohol.
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sophisticated and comfortable approach, a hallmark of
Sherry’s design. The dark, moody aesthetic complements
the sleek, modern custom bar that she added and
features black open shelving layered with vintage pieces
and bottles of alcohol, which glimmer when the dim
lighting hits. The fireplace received a makeover as Sherry
stripped it of its traditional details and modernized it by
plastering and painting it black to match the walls. An
oversized sectional by Verellen provides a soft place to
land after a long day on the lake, while the nearby pool

table—left behind by the previous owner—serves as easy
entertainment.
Though Sherry misses her quiet Bald Head Island beach
home, she’s found the change from Carolina coast to
lakefront invigorating. “I need water in my life; it’s very
calming to me,” she says of the move. “It’s so healing, and
at this time in my life, I needed the simplicity of something
close, something easy, something cozy and welcoming.
This has been life-changing for me.” u
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